
FEATURES AND OPTIONS

• Fully upholstered acoustic panels
• Five back panels for single, double and sofa; connected with zips on 

both sides
• Three arm panels, including two finishing panels; connected with zip 

only on one side
• One booth panel; not connected to Core unit, connected with zips on 

both sides
• One media panel; not connected to Core unit, connected with zips on 

both sides, ready for electrical fittings
• Panels are fitted to Element Core units
• Fitting in the Core units are standard and are hidden under the 

fabric which means that Plus panels can be easily retro fitted
• Panels are connected with Zips for stability
• Seams on the panels allows for use of different fabrics
• High back panels can be taken off for reconfiguration (fittings in the 

Core can be covered with caps)
• Linking for the core units will be supplied at no extra cost, to ensure 

stability

DIMENSIONS (MEDIA) BOOTH EXAMPLE

2x  ELE1-SS-CBR-W (core units)
2x ELE1-SS-CBL-W (core units)

1x  ELE+PANAZFR (cut back arm panel right)
1x  ELE+PANAZFL (cut back arm panel left)
4x  ELE+PAN1AC (connecting panel for single seater with arm)
2x ELE+PANAC (connecting arm panel)

1x ELE+BTH85 (booth panel) with 2x ELE+PANAC (connecting arm panel)
or 
1x ELE+MED85 (media panel) with 2x ELE+PANAC (connecting arm 
panel) + Table, tv bracket, power panel (tv not included)

Flexibility is key – Elements Plus offers retro fitted acoustic panels as an 
upgrade to Elements Core to create more private spaces in open areas. 
The fully upholstered panels are fitted to Elements Core units and then 
connected with zips which makes them easy to install and reconfigure. 
Seams on the panels allow for the use of different fabrics. Through 
upholstery and wadding the panels offer acoustic qualities for meetings 
with colleagues or simply to relax.

depth
50mm

width varies
to fit Core units

(booth/media panel
850mm wide)

WARRANTY

• 5 years

MEDIA PANEL OPTIONS

tv bracket power paneltable

height
1225mm

Elements Plus
panels only 

http://nomique.com/products/soft-landscape/elements-plus/
http://nomique.com/resources-downloads/


overall (mm)

height 1225 1225 1225 1225

width 720 920 1230 1445

depth 50 50 50 50

description

product code
ELE+PAN2CELE+PAN1C ELE+PAN2ACELE+PAN1AC

Plus panel for two seater, 
no arms, can be connected 
on both sides

Plus panel for single seater,
no arms, can be connected on 
both sides

Plus panel for two seater,
with arm, can be connected 
on both sides

Plus panel for single seater, 
with arm, can be connected 
on both sides

overall (mm)

height 1225 1225 1225 1225

width 1850 720 720 720

depth 50 50 50 50

description

product code
ELE+PAN2SC ELE+PANAC ELE+PANAFR (right)

ELE+PANAFL (left)
ELE+PANAZFR (right)
ELE+PANAZFL (left)

Plus panel set for two seat 
sofa, can be connected on 
both sides

Plus cut back finishing panel, 
for single & two seater, left 
hand or right hand sitting

Plus finishing arm panel, for 
single & two seater, left hand 
or right hand sitting

Plus connecting arm panel for 
single & two seater, can be 
connected on both sides

ELE+BTH85 ELE+MED85

overall (mm)

height 1225 1225

width 850 850

depth 50 50/110

description

product code

Plus booth panel, 
connecting on both sides

Plus media panel,
connecting on both sides

accessories* add:
media wall table -T
TV bracket -TVB
Pleyt power panel



ELE1-SS-SB-W*
ELE+PAN1C**
(Single seat with straight 
back 

Plus panel, single seater-no 
arms, can be connected on 
both sides)

ELE2-SS-SB-W*
ELE+ PAN2C**
(Double seat with straight 
back 

Plus panel, two seater no 
arms)

ELE2-SS-ALR-W*
ELE+PAN2SC**
ELE+PANAFR**
ELE+PANAFL**
(Two seat sofa 

Set of Plus panels for two 
seat sofa,

2 Plus finishing arm 
panels on left and right 
side)

ELE2-SS-ALR-W*
ELE+PAN2SC**
ELE+PANAZFR**
ELE+PANAZFL**
(Two seat sofa 

Set of Plus panels for two 
seat sofa,

2 Plus cut back finishing 
arm panels on left and 
right side)

ELE1-SS-CBR-W*
ELE+PAN1AC**
ELE-PANAC**
(Single seat with corner 
arm on RIGHT whilst 
seated
  
Plus panel for single seater 
with arms

Plus arms panel for 
connecting)

ELE2-SS-CBR-W*
ELE+PAN2AC**
ELE+PANAC**
(Double seat with cor-
ner arm on RIGHT whilst 
seated
  
Plus panel for two seater 
with arms

Plus arms panel for 
connecting)

ELE1-SS-CBR-W*
ELE-PAN1AC**
ELE-PANAZFR**
(Single seat with corner 
arm on RIGHT whilst 
seated
  
Plus panel for single seater 
with arms

Plus cut back 
finishing panel, RIGHT)

ELE2-SS-CBR-W*
ELE+PAN2AC**
ELE+PANZFR**
(Double seat with cor-
ner arm on RIGHT whilst 
seated 

Plus panel for two seater 
with arms

Plus cut back 
finishing panel, RIGHT)

ELE1-SS-CBL-W*
ELE-PAN1AC**
ELE-PANAC**
(Single seat with corner 
arm on LEFT whilst seated

Plus panel for single seater 
with arms

Plus arms panel for 
connecting)

ELE2-SS-CBL-W*
ELE+PAN2AC**
ELE+PANAC**
(Double seat with corner 
arm on LEFT whilst seated

Plus panel for two seater 
with arms

Plus arms panel for 
connecting)

ELE1-SS-CBL-W*
ELE-PAN1AC**
ELE-PANAZFL**
(Single seat with corner 
arm on LEFT whilst seated
  
Plus panel for single seater 
with arms

Plus cut back 
finishing panel, LEFT)

ELE2-SS-CBL-W*
ELE+PAN2AC**
ELE+PANZFL**
(Double seat with corner 
arm on LEFT whilst seated

Plus panel for two seater 
with arms

Plus cut back 
finishing panel, LEFT)

* Elements Core
** Elements Plus

Configuration Guide
Elements Plus | Seat/back panel combination

In order to assist you 
with your Elements and 
Elements Plus order, it is 
essential that you send 
us your configuration 
with your sales order to 
sales@planscape.co.uk.


	Bookmarks from Elements_Plus-Configuration-Guide.pdf

